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On 13 April 101 artists, cultural leaders, 
funders, investors, innovators, service 

providers and people facing tough times 
gathered at the Old Fire Station to debate as 

part of Marmalade 2018.



In previous years, we debated Art & Money  and Art & Power.
This year, we discussed relationships.

The Old Fire Station is an arts centre in central Oxford looking for ways to entertain, support artists and include people facing 
tough times in a public building.  We used some of the learning from our first six years to provoke debate about how arts 
organisations can create inclusive public spaces, build bridges across boundaries and foster good quality relationships. How can 
we influence systems change and place-based change?

The day included
● A presentation of stories emerging from the Old Fire Station
● A chance to learn about storytelling evaluation methodology
● Short presentations about national and local significance.
● Group discussion about the potential for relationship based organisation
● A panel debate including senior leaders from funding bodies
● Premiere showing of our documentary about ‘Hidden Spire’ by BAFTA award winning Moving Target Films.



Click to 
watch an 
overview of 
the day:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YIE7u0f-t8


When we evaluate
Are we measuring the extent to which we have 
achieved outcomes agreed with funders?
Or
Are we looking for what has made the most impact 
and why?

What matters most?
What we do – the programme
How we pay for it – the budget
Or
How we behave – relationships.



Mary, a trainee at 
the Old Fire 
Station, 
introduced our 
film about labels.  
You can watch it 
here:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=goD20f8_MVs


Our evaluators, Liz Firth and Anne 
Pirie, introduced the Most 
Significant Change storytelling 
methodology we have used to 
better understand the impact of 
what we do. This gives participants 
the opportunity to identify 
outcomes for themselves.

Read their presentation here.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1no3sWArGO9nDb78WJbwPtAMLcqngwybm


AJ, who works in our shop, 
introduced illustrations by 
Zuhura Plummer and a 
theatrical performance 
written by Rowan Padmore 
highlighting some of the key 
messages from the stories we 
gathered. 

You can read or listen to the 
stories here.

https://oldfirestation.org.uk/our-stories/
https://oldfirestation.org.uk/our-stories/


Liz and Anne then presented 
the findings from the 
storytelling project at the Old 
Fire Station. 
Read the presentation here.
We will be publishing their 
report in June 2018.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hIe5FXX5O890jNIAazcU_UGk7lf9zMl4/view?usp=sharing


We asked participants to 
share stories with each 
other about working 
collaboratively or trying on 
a new label. Read about 
that process.

And then we asked them to 
consider, in groups, the key 
characteristics and themes 
that emerged from the 
stories that they’d heard 
and told. These were the 
key characteristics:

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P2hv52bMinY0DBbbnuJo6Z5shLRmkiez
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1P2hv52bMinY0DBbbnuJo6Z5shLRmkiez


An intervention
One participant interrupted the debate to challenge 
why the messages were so positive given the growing 
scandal of street homelessness. 

Anne explained that the methodology focuses on the 
positive intentionally – looking for what works. 

AJ and Mary noted that the Old Fire Station cannot 
solve rough sleeping but can help people with 
negative labels to re-imagine themselves.



Presentations
Louise Venn from the Gulbenkian Foundation’s Inquiry into the Civic Role of the Arts explained how 
a focus on relationship-building is precisely what cultural organisations can do across the country.  
Read her presentation here.

Nerys Parry from Oxford City Council described how building relationships between housing 
workers and nurses in the hospital discharge unit can be more effective than creating discharge 
protocols which aren’t used. She has asked her team to ‘walk in the shoes of nurses’ to help 
reduce homelessness.  This is hard to justify in the context of short term planning cycles but might 
lead to the system change we need.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=166N4yxB_ERlc34v_wUehZrqC40djamP2


Euton Daley (poet, dancer and Arts Development Officer from Oxford City Council) introduced a debate. 
We all discussed how the storytelling approach and a focus on good quality relationships might be 
relevant for others and then debated across the room with the panel:

Caroline Mason Esmée Fairbairn Foundation
Emmy O’Shaughnessy Ark T Centre
Fran Sanderson NESTA – Arts Impact Fund
Hedley Swain Arts Council England
Jess Cordingly Lankelly Chase Foundation
Katariina Valkeinen Arts at the Old Fire Station
Kate Cocker Crisis
Louise Venn Gulbenkian Foundation
Paula Redway Oxford City Council - Culture
Tara LaComber Paul Hamlyn Foundation

We noted that relations between funders and grantees are often dishonest because grantees feel under 
pressure to meet targets which aren’t always helpful. Funders described the system as ‘broken’. There was 
a strong consensus that we need to find ways for organisations and individuals to have more open 
relationships to find common purpose.



We asked participants for feedback:
I am going to stop thinking that building relationships takes me away from ‘the real’ work – it is the real work.

The voices of the people taking part, and their inspiring stories, have really stayed with me and I’m excited about the potential of sharing 
storytelling as an approach with our partner charities.

Today made me...want to work more collaboratively, more openly, and with a warmer welcome.

Today’s event has helped me think differently about methods of evaluating artistic community projects and facilitated frank conversations 
with new and old sector partners about how to do this in an impactful way on limited budgets.

We need to build open relationships with grantees - encouraging feedback that is honest.

Relationships need to be worked on, nurtured, encouraged, supported and rewarded. They hold the glue to many successful ideas being 
realised. 

I learnt today that OFS is not just an Arts centre it is a community that nurtures people in need and attracts people who have something to 
offer.



What we learned
Making a place better to live in requires resources, partnerships and 
strategic leadership but it also needs a change in how we organise 
ourselves – systems change.

Fundamental to that change is how we relate to each other. If we are 
serious about making Oxford, or anywhere, a better place, we need to 
get serious about developing good quality relationships based on 
honesty, transparency, reliability and generosity.

This cuts across ‘sectors’. If we attend to our relationships within and 
between organisations, we will be better able to change systems so that 
they work for people.

Cultural organisations are well placed to support the development of 
good quality relationships.



The playwright, Doug Lucie, closed the day by introducing a documentary by Jo Elliott of Moving 
Target Films about the Hidden Spire project. It is called ‘What Are We Doing Here?’

If you would like a link to the film or Liz and Anne’s report or to hear about our plans for Marmalade 
2019, please sign up here.

One of our volunteers, Mark Wilkinson, has written a creative response coming from his reflections 
on Marmalade.  You can read it here.

http://eepurl.com/drPp5n
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u7iA3xhABal3dYlkNNJEI3rlMrwMs8FO


Art & Relationships 
was part of 
Marmalade.
Here’s a film about 
Marmalade:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWhwTs0yMEs

